Locker Lingo
YOU WILL NEED:
Pegboard:
• Large square

Bead Colors:
Black - 60
Zebra Stripe - 96
Pink - 76

Other:
• Letter Lingo Activity Bucket
• Foam adhesive tape
• Craft glue

General Instructions

1. Place the beads on the pegboard following the pattern.
2. Ask an adult to fuse your designs—see page 2 for further
instructions.

Large Letters

Decide which letters you want to make. Use the alphabet patterns
included in the Letter Lingo activity bucket. For this color scheme, use the
zebra stripe beads to make the letters and the pink beads as the
background. Or use YOUR favorite colors. See the example below.

FRAME

Apply pieces of foam adhesive tape to the backs of your large letters.

Small Letters

Create your message with pink beads in a block letter style of your own
design. Apply foam adhesive tape to the backs of the letters. Arrange the
letters to spell your message!

Frame

Apply letters to the frame with craft glue. Attach foam adhesive tape to
the back of the frame so you can display it in your locker.
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Locker Lingo

Fusing Instructions—Only Adults Iron

1. P
 lace your pegboard on a flat, heat-safe surface.
2. Set a household iron to the medium setting. Place ironing paper over the
pegboard. In a circular motion, begin to iron the project. Do not press down
with the iron. As the beads begin to fuse, you will see circles of the beads start
to show through the paper. When ironed properly, the beads will still have an
open center. Let the design cool.
3. Remove the paper and bead design from the peg board. Flip the design over
to expose the non-fused side. Repeat step two. Let cool completely.

Beads need heat for about 10-20 seconds per side to fuse evenly. Lift the paper
occasionally to see how the beads are fusing. Depending on the size of the project, additional heating time may be required. DO
NOT OVER-IRON the beads as it will make the centers of the beads close and can make any assembly you do with your project more
challenging.

See our other Locker projects for ideas
to decorate your space at school!
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